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STUDY ON OEM-BASED DIFFERENTIAL GPS

Ding Shengxi  Zhang Qishan  Li Xianliang
Beijing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics

ABSTRACT

Two kinds of differential GPS (DGPS) technology on position differential GPS and
pseudo-range differential GPS are studied and compared in this paper. Positioning tests
by single GPS receiver, position DGPS and pseudo-range DGPS systems based on GPS-
OEM board are done. Experiment result indicates that position error is about 30 - 100
meters on single GPS receiver and position error is reduced to 3 - 10 meters on DGPS.
Furthermore, Developed DGPS system which is based on GPS-OEM has the advantages
of low cost, utility and flexibility, etc.
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INTRODUCTION

In 1993, all of the 24 working satellites (BLOCKII) of Global Positioning System (GPS)
had been launched and begun to work. Now GPS is widely applied in many fields.
Generally, GPS offers two kinds of service, one is standard positioning service (SPS)
using C/A code and the other is precise positioning service (PPS) using P code. SPS can
be used by users all over the world for free, but the position accuracy for civilian GPS is
reduced to 100 meters (plane, 95% possibility) because of the SA (Selective Availability)
policy, a protective measure dealing with C/A code taken by the USA. So DGPS
technology is put forward to improve the real-time position precision to meter degree or
even sub-meter degree.

According to the differential correction message, DGPS can be compartmentalized into
position differential GPS and pseudo-range differential GPS. Both the position DGPS and
the pseudo-range DGPS can counteract the common error of the satellite clock,
ephemeris, ionosphere and troposphere, especially can eliminate the effect of the SA,
which can improve the real-time position accuracy from 100 meters to 3-10 meters.



THE SUMMARY OF POSITION DGPS

The position DGPS is the simplest differential method and any kind of GPS receiver can
be refitted into this kind of differential system. The coordinates of the GPS receiver in the
base station can be calculated by 4 satellites in view. The coordinates are different from
the known precise coordinates of the GPS receiver in the base station because of the
errors including orbit error, clock bias, effects of SA, multi-path and the atmosphere etc.
These errors constitute the coordinate correction message. Simultaneity, the base station
collects the user positioning data which is then corrected by above correction message.
So the corrected user position can be obtained and the common error (such as the error of
the satellite orbit, the effect of SA and the atmosphere ) is eliminated. But in this case, the
GPS receivers in the base station and the user GPS receiver must use the same group of
satellites for positioning.

HARDWARE CONSTRUCTION OF POSITION DGPS SYSTEM

The ONCORE GPS-OEM receiver produced by Motorola is easily exploited for the
second time. It outputs various binary data as long as the power supply is offered and the
GPS antenna is installed.

The following experiment is a position DGPS test in a fixed position. All the parts of this
system are connected by wire. The task of data processing in the base station is carried
out by the computer. The system is shown in figure 1:

 

Fig.1  The construction of position DGPS system

The base station is composed of VP GPS-OEM receiver, GPS antenna, TTL/RS232 level
conversion and computer. The user station is composed of VP GPS-OEM receiver, GPS
antenna and TTL/RS232 level conversion.
The computer of the base station receives position message via one serial port from the
GPS receiver. The binary format of positioning message output by the 8 channel VP
GPS-OEM receiver is:

@@Eamdyyhmsffffaaaaoooohhhhmmmmvvhhddtntimsd
imsdimsdimsdimsdimsdimsdimsdsC<CR><LF>

       BASE STATION  USER STATION

  VP
ONCORE

  PC  VP
ONCEOR



where
@@ denotes the start of binary message
Ea identifies the message type and implies the correct message length and format
Bianry Data Sequence after “Ea” is the message including GPS time reference,

receiver position, velocity and status of each channel
C (Checksum) is the exclusive-or of all bytes after the @@ and prior to the checksum
<CR><LF> is carriage return line feed demoting end of the binary message

The coordinate correction message is produced by this positioning message and the
precise coordinates of the base station. The original positioning data from the user
receiver is received via another serial port, and then the position of the user receiver will
be shown after being corrected by the correction message.

SOFTWARE FLOWCHART OF POSITION DGPS

All of the data processing on the position DGPS is carried out in the base station. The
software flowchart on inverted position DGPS is shown in figure 2:

Fig.2 Flowchart of position DGPS program in the base station

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF POSITION DGPS

Experiment condition
The position of the DGPS base station: the top of the YiFu Science Building in the
Beijing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics

Latitude:       39°58′50.447″
Longitude:  116°20′37.167″
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Baud rate: 9600 bit per second
The position correction rate: 5 seconds

The static positioning result and analysis
Two kinds of experiment were done, one with the position DGPS, the other without the
position DGPS. Fig.3 and Fig.4 give latitude and longitude distributing during a segment
time (1 hours)
where

X-axis presents time and its unit is 5 second
Y-axis presents latitude or longitude and its unit is 1″ (Notes: 1″ is about 30 meters)

Fig.3 Position result without position DGPS

Fig.4 position result with position DGPS

It can be found from above curve that longitude ranges from 116°20′35.0″ to 116°20′
39.0″and latitude ranges from 39°58′50.0″ to 39°58′53.0″ without position DGPS, so the
largest position error is ±5″ (about ±75 meters). But longitude ranges from
116°20′37.22″ to 116°20′37.32″ and latitude ranges from 39°58′50.32″ to 39°58′51.50″
with position DGPS, so the largest position error is ±0.12″ (about ±3.6 meters).
Obviously precision is improved by position differential GPS technology.
In many experiments, the positioning result is similar to above curve. In fact, as long as
the base GPS receiver and the user GPS receiver is within about 100Km, they will select
the same group of satellite for positioning, In this case, position DGPS has application
value.
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THE SUMMARY OF PSEUDO-RANGE DGPS

Pseudo-range DGPS is a technology applied widely currently. Almost all DGPS receivers
adopt this technology. Pseudo-range DGPS indicates that a standard GPS receiver is
placed on a point whose coordinates are known. Pseudo-range correction message from
the base station to satellite is obtained by the known precise coordinates and the pseudo-
range observation, The pseudo-range correction message is transmitted in real-time. The
user GPS receiver receives not only GPS satellite signal but also the pseudo-range
correction message from the base station, and then user GPS pseudo-range observation is
corrected. So the user GPS receiver’s position can be calculated precisely according to
corrected pseudo-range observation.

HARDWARE CONSTRUCTUION OF PSEUDO-RANGE DGPS

GPS receiver in the base station is VP ONCORE GPS-OEM produced by Motorola
company and the user GPS receiver is GSU-15 GPS-OEM produced by Kodem company.
The system composing frame diagram is shown in Fig.5.

Fig.5 Pseudo-range DGPS composing frame diagram

The base station is composed of GPS antenna, VP ONCORE GPS-OEM receiver,
TTL/RS232 interface conversion, computer, modem, radio and transmit antenna. The
user station is composed of receiver antenna, radio, modem, GPS antenna and GSU-15
GPS-OEM receiver.
Pseudo-range and pseudo-range rate correction data is output by 8 channel VP ONCORE
GPS-OEM receiver. Its binary format is:
@@CetttippprrdippprrdippprrdippprrdippprrdippprrdippprrdippprrdC<CR><LF>

                    THE USER STATAION

              THE BASE STATION

 VP
ONCORE

    PC

  GSU 15
GPS-

RADI
O

RADI



where
@@ denotes start of binary message.
Ce identifies the message type and implies the correct message length and format.
Bianry Data Sequence after “Ce” is message including GPS time reference, pseudo-

range correction, pseudo-range rate correction, issue of data ephemeris of each visible
satellite.

C is Checksum, the exclusive-or of all bytes after the @@ and prior to the checksum.
<CR><LF> is carriage return line feed demoting end of the binary message.

The computer receives the binary message via one serial port, stores it in memory, codes
it to RTCM SC 104 format and transmits it out via another serial port. The user GPS
receiver must have ability of receiving RTCM SC 104 message. Finally, position is
displayed on Liquid Crystal Display( LCD).

SOFTWARE FLOWCHART OF PSEUDO-RANGE DGPS

Because VP ONCORE receiver can only output binary correction message, but GSU-15
GPS receiver can only receive RTCM SC 104 differential GPS message, the major task of
software is to code binary message to RTCM SC 104. Program flowchart is shown in
Fig.6.

Fig.6 Pseudo-range DGPS program flow of the base station
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RESULT AND ANALYSIS OF PSEUDO-RANGE DGPS

Experiment condition
The same as position DGPS.

Static positioning result and analysis
Similar to the position DGPS, the pseudo-range DGPS experiment is carried out several
times in YiFu Science Building, including experiments on single GPS receiver and
pseudo-range DGPS. Fig.7 and Fig.8 give latitude and longitude distributing with DGPS
and without DGPS during a segment time (1.5 hours)

Fig.7 Positioning result without pseudo-range DGPS

Fig.8 Positioning result with pseudo-range DGPS

where
X-axis presents time and its unit is 1 second.
Y-axis presents latitude or longitude and its unit is 1 ″ (Notes: 1″ is about 30 meters).  

It can be found from above curve that longitude ranges from 116°20′35.0″ to
116°20′38.5″�and latitude ranges from 39°58′48.5″ to 39°58′53.5″ without pseudo-
range DGPS, so the largest position error is ±6″ (about ±80 meters). But longitude
ranges from 116°20′36.7″ to 116°20′37.3″�and latitude ranges from 39°58′50.2″ to
39°58′51.8″ with pseudo-range DGPS, so the largest position error is ±0.17″ (about ±5
meters) (probability = 90%). Obviously precision has been improved by pseudo-range
differential technology.
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The two boxes in the paragraph below are the same as in the hard copy. We were unable to determine what the boxes represent.



CONCLUSION

Both position DGPS and pseudo-range DGPS can obviously reduce GPS position error.
By means of pseudo-range GPS, the user receiver can select different group of satellites
from the receiver in the base station, and RTCM SC 104 also adopts pseudo-range
differential technology, so presently most differential systems adopt pseudo-range DGPS.
But its data quantity is large and message must be transmitted real-time, In addition, the
base station hardware service is complex.
Comparing with pseudo-range DGPS, position DGPS has advantage of simple service
and small system data quantity. Its disadvantage is that the base GPS receiver and the
user GPS receiver must be sure to select the same group of satellite for positioning.
Because both position DGPS and pseudo-range DGPS only be applied within less
distance (100Km), now an operating Wide Area Differential GPS (WADGPS) system is
developing rapidly.
At last, it must be brought forward that it must be sure that the user GPS receiver can
receive correction message of all visible satellites, so the base GPS receiver’s mask must
be set smaller than that of the user GPS receiver.
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